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ANXIETY

Anxiety disorders are the most common mental health concern in the United States.  
Over 40 million adults in the US (18.1%) have an anxiety disorder.  Approximately 4.4 
million children aged 3-17 years in the US (7.1%) have an anxiety disorder.

Center for Disease Control and Prevention. Children’s Mental Health Data & Statistics, 2012, 



TYPES OF ANXIETY

Generalized Anxiety 
Disorder (GAD)

Worry Wort

Panic Disorder
Frequent panic 

attacks

Agoraphobia  
Fear of Places

Social Anxiety Disorder 
Fear of judgment

Specific Phobias
Spiders, Heights, 

Blood

Adjustment Disorder 
with Anxiety

Situational Anxiety

Obsessive Compulsive 
Disorder (OCD) 

Compulsive behaviors 
and/or thoughts

Separation Anxiety 
Disorder 

Fear of being away 
from someone



SYMPTOMS:  WHAT DOES CHILD AND 
ADOLESCENT ANXIETY LOOK LIKE?

PSYCHOSOMATIC 
COMPLAINTS

ANGER AND 
IRRITABILITY SADNESS ISOLATION AND 

AVOIDANCE

FATIGUE POOR 
CONCENTRATION

FREQUENT 
QUESTIONS HYPERVIGILANCE



PANDEMIC
▶ Even before the onset of the coronavirus pandemic, mental health 

professionals were struggling to meet the needs of the one in five children and 
adolescents with a mental health or learning disorder. Then the pandemic hit, 
bringing an upsurge in youth reporting mental health challenges. In surveys 
now, about 30–40% of young people say they feel anxious, depressed and/or 
stressed. Parents tell the same story when asked about their kids.

▶ Over a third (37%) of teens surveyed say their mental health has worsened 
throughout the pandemic. Girls (44%) are more likely to self-report this feeling 
than boys (29%)

▶ Locally, our behavioral health organizations are overwhelmed and 
understaffed.  Waiting lists are in place for most inpatient programs, as well as 
private practices.

Morgan Stanley commissioned research firm YouGov to survey 516 nationally representative U.S. teens 
ages 15-19 online from June 10-16, 2021.  
MORGAN STANLEY ALLIANCE FOR CHILDREN’S MENTAL HEALTH



LIMBIC VS 
PREFRONTAL CORTEX 

(PFC)

LIMBIC: Fight, Flight, Freeze, 
Emotions, Memories

-begin development before birth

PFC: Problem Solving, Rational 
Thought
-not fully developed until age 25
(risk taking, school drama)



UNDERSTANDING BRAIN PARTS –
EXPLAINING THE BRAIN TO OUR CHILDREN

Downstairs Brain 
(Barking Dog) 
Limbic System
Fight, flight or 
freeze

Upstairs Brain 
(Wise Owl)
Prefrontal 
Cortex
Makes decisions

https://vimeo.com/109042767 Explaining the Brain to Children and Adolescents GU 
Center for Child & Human Development    

https://vimeo.com/109042767


SKILLS/STRATEGIES

▶Teach skills by modeling, training, talking 
about strategies
▶Learn them “before the moment, not in the 
moment”  Be proactive! (The brain works 
better for learning when it is not “limbic”)
▶Consistency of strategies help to “take 
hold”
▶Kids want to feel safe and in control (much 
like adults!)



SELF-CARE 
FOR PARENTS 

AND 
CAREGIVERS

SELF CARE is CHILD CARE 
(Taking care of you, is taking care of your 
kids)

AT MINIMUM, DO THESE 4 THINGS DAILY:
▶ SLEEP AT LEAST 7 HOURS PER NIGHT
▶ EAT SOMETHING GREEN
▶ EXERCISE FOR 20 MINUTES
▶ DO SOMETHING SPIRITUAL 

(RELIGIOUS/MINDFULNESS/NATURE) 



WELLNESS 
WHEEL



ANXIETY 
SCALE

Rating Your Distress
• 100: Unbearably upset to the point that you cannot 

function and may be on the verge of a breakdown
• 90: Extremely anxious and desperate, helpless and unable 

to handle it
• 80: Worried and panicky; losing focus and feeling anxious 

in the body
• 70: Discomfort dominates your thoughts and you struggle 

to function normally
• 60: Moderate to strong levels of discomfort
• 50: Upset and uncomfortable; still functional
• 40: Mild to moderate anxiety and worry
• 30: Worried or upset; still able to function
• 20: A little bit sad or distressed
• 10: No distress; alert and focused
• 0: Peace and complete calm



ANXIETY SCALE



“Mindfulness means paying attention in a particular way, 
on purpose, in the present moment, and 
nonjudgementally”         -Jon Kabat-Zinn



MINDFULNESS

▶ Mindfulness is simply… noticing what is happening right now.
▶ Mindfulness is taking notice of how your body feels and what you 

see, smell and taste. Maybe you even feel emotions in your body, 
perhaps through a tightness somewhere, or a good sensation.

▶ Mindfulness is also noticing what your mind is doing.
▶ When you notice what is happening around you, it can help you 

to calm down when you’re sad, angry or frustrated. Mindfulness 
helps you deal with tough emotions.



MINDFULNESS – BE A 
BUMBLEBEE



GROUNDING ACTIVITIES

5, 4, 3, 2, 1 GROUNDING 
TECHNIQUE

5 THINGS YOU SEE
4 THINGS YOU FEEL
3 THINGS YOU HEAR
2 THINGS YOU SMELL
1 THING YOU TASTE



BELLY BREATHE

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_mZbzDOpylA


GUIDED VISUAL 
IMAGERY



CREATE AN EMOTIONAL REGULATION CALMING BOX –
SENSORY ITEMS

►Deck of cards
►crosswords puzzles or 
sudoku
►Stress Ball
►Hershey kiss or hard 
candy
►Glitter calming jar
►A journal
►Smiley stickers
►Small toy kaleidoscope
►Bubbles
►Pinwheel

Tools not “toys”  Teach them how to use and 
associate with self-regulation

►Playdough
►Notecards with pencils and 
crayons
►Therapeutic color books
►Personal photos
►A favorite book 
►Legos
►A balloon
►Essential oils 
►Music
►Bells, chimes



EXTERNALIZING THE WORRY –
WORRY MONSTER

Your worry monster conversation might 
sound like this:
(you notice anxious child)
“Hey buddy, it looks like you might be getting a visit from your worry 
monster?”
“huh??” 
“Sometimes, Fred (that’s my worry monster’s name) comes to visit 
me when I get nervous about a new activity.  He’s not usually a 
nice guy, so we sometimes have to have a nice, little talk.”  
“Oh really, how’s that work?” “Sometimes I just have to say, knock it 
off Fred, this looks really fun, I know it’s new and I might mess it up, 
but I really want to try it!!!  So Buh Bye, dude!”  
“That sounds silly.”  
“Sure, maybe, but give it a try”……….



LEFT AND RIGHT BRAIN 
INTEGRATION

▶LEFT BRAIN = Logical Part
▶RIGHT BRAIN = Emotional Part

▶CONNECT and RE-DIRECT

Seigel, Dan, PhD and Payne Bryson, Tina, MD. The 
Whole-Brain Child. Bantam, 2011 



CONNECT AND 
RE-DIRECT

Seigel, Dan, PhD and Payne Bryson, Tina, MD. The 
Whole-Brain Child. Bantam, 2011 

When your child is anxious or upset:

1) Connect first RIGHT BRAIN to right brain, 
e.g. loving touch, empathy, validate their 
feelings, listen, reflect

2) Redirect with LEFT BRAIN when they are 
more receptive, involve child in making 
amends 



BUTTERFLY HUG
▶Bilateral Stimulation (BLS) 
method originally for trauma, 
but also effective for anxiety
▶Alternate tapping movements 
with your hands, like the 
flapping wings of a butterfly.  
Breathe slowly and deeply.  
Observe what is happening in 
your mind and body, mindfully.



EFT TAPPING FOR KIDS
EFT (Emotional Freedom Technique) is a powerful holistic healing technique that 
has been proven to effectively alleviate a range of issues, including stress and 
anxiety.  EFT is based on the combined principles of ancient Chinese acupressure 
and modern psychology.  Tapping with the fingertips on specific meridian 
endpoints of the body, while focusing on negative emotions or physical 
sensations, helps to calm the nervous system, rewire the brain to respond in 
healthier ways, and restored the body’s balance of energy.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s99M8eJV4sk


MUSIC LIST AND APPS
Spotify
Apple Music 
Aura
Calm
Moshi
Many, many options for apps or 
playlists



HELPFUL RESOURCES 
FOR KIDS AND ANXIETY

How to Tame My Anxiety Monster
Don’t Feed the Worry Bug
Breathe Like a Bear
The Tapping Solution for Parents, Children & 
Teenagers
Brain Gym
The Whole Brain Child
Zen Pig series
Gorilla Thumps and Bear Hugs: A Tapping Solution 
Children’s Story



RELATIONSHIPS

“The more healthy relationships a child has, the more 
likely he will be to recover from trauma and thrive.  
Relationships are the agents of change and the most 
powerful therapy is human love" -- Bruce Perry, PhD, 
MD, researcher & child psychiatrist

We need to allow for talking, or no talking, or somewhere in 
between!  Don’t feel the need to “press” too hard, it is ok to just sit 
in their space with them.
We have to connect and listen…  Don’t always feel the need to 
“fix” and we need to be mindful to not judge
If able/appropriate, ask open ended questions.
Follow up on an event that you know was distressing for your child.



SLEEP, DIET, EXERCISE
Proper diet, sleep and exercise is essential for overall mental, 
emotional and physical well-being 



MEDICATIONS
Functional Impairment

How functioning
-Treat symptoms not the diagnosis
-Daily medication vs as needed
-Family member reactions
-Use potential side effects as additional 
help (sedating med for insomnia, 
appetite, prone to missing medication)



PROFESSIONAL HELP

If your child is really struggling, a 
recommendation for therapeutic 
intervention may be warranted.  There are 
a variety of counseling agencies that can 
address these issues at a more in-depth 
level.
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